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INTRODUCTION
• Tension at nerve repair sites is known to yield poor clinical outcomes as a result of impaired vascularity and nerve 

regeneration
• No clear definition of nerve “tension” exists in clinical medicine
• Purpose of this study was to assess whether or not hand surgeons performing nerve repair agree on how much tension 

is present when repairing a nerve

RESULTS
• There was no consensus between the 15 hand surgeons upon visual inspection regarding the gap size of the 

gaps following the 0mm and 2mm resections
• Nearly equal numbers responded with the gap being small-to-moderate/moderate and moderate-to-

large/large
• The gap following the 5mm resection was felt to be moderate-to-large or large by the vast majority of the 

surgeons
• No significant differences were present among the 15 surgeons when performing tactile sensation of the nerve 

repair to assess tension for the 0mm and 2mm transected nerves
• When re-approximating nerves with 5mm loss of substance, 87% of respondents believed that the amount of 

tension present represented very high tension

METHODS
• 15 hand surgeons that commonly perform peripheral nerve surgeries participated in the cadaveric study
• Common digital nerves to the 2nd, 3rd, and 4th webspaces were exposed and transected
• One nerve in each hand had 2mm transected from it and one nerve had 5mm transected in a randomized fashion
• Surgeons were asked to assess the nerve gaps and tension by visualization alone as well as with tactile perception by 

reapproximating the nerve ends
• Responses were recorded on a five-point Likert scale

CONCLUSIONS
• Amount of “tension” present in a nerve repair is variable among surgeons when no nerve or 2mm of nerve is 

transected
• When 5mm of nerve is removed when trimming the nerve, the vast majority of hand surgeons felt that the 

tension required to reapproximate the nerve ends is very high or moderate-to-high
• In this situation, consideration for nerve conduits or grafting should occur

• There is still no clear definition of “tension” in clinical medicine despite the adverse effects of “tension” being 
well characterizedGraphs. Response frequency broken down by amount of nerve resected for each question 
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